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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable defines mechanisms for moving application functionality closer to the users in the
fronthaul network, so that users in remote regions can access them directly without having to transit
through the expensive bottleneck link (e.g., a satellite link). This is a complementary mechanism to
caching, which moves static content into the fronthaul network. The combination of caching static
content and provisioning of application functionality in the fronthaul enables applications and services
to operate with minimal use of the bottleneck, thereby increasing the quality of service and reducing
the operational costs.
Two mechanisms for supporting web services which target different scenarios are defined in this initial
set of application functions: surrogates and executable application data. The former allows a service
provider to instantiate application functions (as virtual machines) in the fronthaul network. These
surrogates act on behalf, and with the authority of, the origin server in the Internet but can be situated
closer to the end user. The latter allows the application functions to be directly attached to, and travel
with, the content. These functions can then be executed by any suitable network element that gets a
copy of the data, which allows the service to operate in opportunistic networks without stable network
topologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of the RIFE project is to enable affordable access to Internet services in remote and
underserved areas of the world. On a high level (shown in Figure 1), a remote region is connected to
the Internet via a link with expensive and limited capacity, such as an IP satellite link. Classical use of
Internet applications and services would result in every application interaction transiting through the
bottleneck link, which makes using the networked applications slow and expensive. To solve this
problem, RIFE is building a gateway-based platform exploiting information-centric networking
principles, which allows application interactions to take place on the fronthaul without every
interaction having to transit the bottleneck.
The RIFE platform defines caching solutions that move the content across the bottleneck only once
and then makes it directly available to all the users in the remote region. Caching static content,
however, is only half the picture – any dynamic application interaction must still transit the bottleneck
to reach the origin server. This deliverable tackles the other half of the problem by moving application
functions, in addition to the content, across the bottleneck to be directly accessible in the remote
region. This enables dynamic application interactions to take place without transiting the bottleneck
link and therefore, increases the quality of the services and lowers the cost.

Figure 1: The RIFE approach to extending Internet services to remote regions

This deliverable builds on D3.1 Initial Platform Design and Set of Dissemination which provides the
initial platform design and set of dissemination strategies for the RIFE platform, by defining an initial
set of application functions that support the implementation of the use cases. The particular focus of
these functions is to enable web services in the RIFE scenarios. The experience gained from the design
and implementation of this initial set will guide the further development of the RIFE platform and the
extended set of application functions.
This deliverable is structured as follows: in Section 2, a brief conceptual overview of how the
application functions fit into the RIFE platform architecture is provided followed by Section 3 in which
we describe the two different approaches for providing in-network support for web service application
functions. In Section 4, we briefly describe two concrete use cases for these approaches and in Section
5, the Conclusion is presented.
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2 CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW AND ARCHITECTURE
The ICN based architecture used in RIFE enables the flexible distribution of application functions in the
network. This is in contrast to classical end-point centric architectures, where the application
functionality typically resides at the ends of end-to-end connections (for example, in the client and the
server). This section provides a brief conceptual overview and architecture of the RIFE application
function support while the detailed initial mechanisms are described in Section 3.

2.1

Applications and Application Functions

The fundamental reason for the existence of communication networks is to enable distributed
applications to be built. The job of the applications is to perform some set of actions or tasks for the
benefit of a user. These distributed applications are made up of a number of application functions,
which reside in multiple end-points in the network.
One of the goals of the RIFE platform is to provide a set of flexible in-network application functions by
taking advantage of the information-centric architecture. In this initial set of application functions, we
focus exclusively on supporting web services, perhaps the most used application on the Internet. Due
to the fact that modern web services are highly complex, we limit ourselves to a subset of the
functionality, explicitly leaving areas such as security for future work. Our aim is to enable modern web
services to be built efficiently within the RIFE scenarios by providing flexible frameworks in order to
place application functions closer to the users.

2.2

Caching vs. Application Functions

The simplest and most widely used mechanism for in-network support for applications is caching –
storing and returning content from a location close to the client rather than from the origin server.
Caching is a simple but powerful mechanism capable of significantly reducing latencies and the
consumption of transport capacity in the network. This is why the RIFE architecture defines
controllable caches directly in the platform architecture (see Deliverable D3.1).
Caching, however, is limited to static content and any dynamic application interactions must still be
served by the origin server, which in the RIFE scenarios will incur an expensive round trip over the
backhaul network.
To support application interactions without incurring the cost of backhaul usage, we must bring the
application functions from the origin server closer to the user. Essentially the same way caching moves
the data closer to the user, the mechanisms defined in this deliverable moves the logic closer to the
user.

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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2.3

Conceptual System Model

Figure 2: Application functions in the RIFE architecture vs. classical architectures

The comparison between the conceptual model of the application function placement in the RIFE
architecture versus the classical architecture is shown in Figure 2.
In classical architectures (left of the figure), the networked application functionality resides in the
communicating end-points, in this case the application client and server. It is difficult to place any
application functionality in the network, which is designed to act only as a transmission medium.
In the information-centric RIFE architecture (right of the figure), the application functionality can be
placed flexibly since the communications and application semantics are not tightly coupled to the endpoints. Instead application functions can be instantiated in various intermediate components, such as:


Application Client: Similar to classical applications, the user equipment will run an application
instance that implements parts of the application functions.



NAP: The closest point to the end-user in the network is the NAP. The RIFE architecture enables
application functions to be placed in the NAP, which results in minimal possible delay for the
application interactions.



RIFE Gateway: The gateway element is situated between the backhaul and the fronthaul and
thus creates a centralized location for deploying application functions.



Fronthaul Elements: It is also possible to add dedicated elements into the fronthaul network
to provide application functions.



Application Server: Similar to the classical applications, application servers contain some
application functions and in the case of web-services, these are typically exposed as REST APIs.

In Section 3, we describe two approaches which enable application functions in the RIFE architecture

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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to support web services: surrogates and executable application data. These approaches differ in two
dimensions: 1) the party that controls and instantiates the application functions, and 2) the
dissemination strategy targeted by the approach.
The first approach enables service providers to instantiate in-network surrogates that act on behalf,
and with the authority of, the origin application server. The surrogates can, for example, provide a
REST API to web applications directly from the NAP rather than requiring a full round trip to the origin
application server. The surrogate approach primarily targets the well-connected dissemination
strategy.
The second approach, executable application data, targets disconnected dissemination strategies
where centralized control and placement of in-network application functions becomes infeasible due
to the lack of connectivity. The key idea is to attach application functions as executable code directly
to the content published into the ICN fronthaul. This enables any network element that receives the
content, and supports the generic execution mechanism, to run the application functions contained in
the message.

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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3 WEB SERVICE FUNCTIONS
This section presents two frameworks for implementing web service application functions in the RIFE
architecture. The first approach - surrogates (Section 3.1) - enables service providers to instantiate
application functions in the network. In the case of web services, these are HTTP level intermediates
that provide dynamic services (for example, a REST API) on behalf, and with the authority of, the origin
server. The second approach executable application data (Section 3.2.2) enables application functions
to be bundled together with the content that is published into the ICN. In the case of web services, this
means bundling the content with the logic required to create a website from the content and to
interact with it (for example, to create a response). The former mechanism is mainly targeted at the
well-connected dissemination strategy, while the latter targets the disconnected (DTN) dissemination
strategy.

3.1

Surrogate Service Endpoint Management

This section describes the motivation, concept, key functions and management framework of
surrogacy as a provider-controlled instantiation of in-network application functions. The term
“surrogate” was initially defined in the networking area as “service intermediates at HTTP level that
act on behalf and with authority of an origin server”. In [1], “surrogate” is defined as a “gateway colocated with an origin server or at a different point in the network, delegated by the authority to
operate on behalf of it and typically working in close co-operation with one or more origin servers”.
Surrogates may be deployed close to the origin server, close to the locality, or throughout the network,
a scenario similar to that of a CDN. By placing surrogate servers, the service provisioning can be greatly
improved assuming a much shorter path between the IP endpoints that results in a significantly lower
latency.
Compared to (transparent) web proxies and edge caching strategies, surrogates offer content owners
full control over their behavior. As a result, they offer greater potential for improving performance,
offloading the processing/network load from the original server with transparent user experiences.
Surrogacy is very similar to CDNs in the sense that a fully qualified copy of an entire web resource and
its required computational power is mirrored/migrated to a surrogate server without any service
interruption to users (same FQDN and no traffic redirection via DNS redirects are required). Unlike
standard HTTP intermediaries, surrogates offer the ability for finer control by the origin server and
content owner, because of their implied relationship. Surrogates also enable viable solutions for the
efficient delivery of dynamic content that cannot normally be handled via caching strategies. For
instance, interactive applications (gaming services or REST API-based service calls) are extremely
dynamic and all requests for this type of content must be always delivered to the server and is
therefore not cacheable at all. Event-driven content, although not truly dynamic and somewhat static
for a short period of time, falls into the same category as a truly dynamic content. For years, industry
labels all this content as “uncacheable”, however, surrogacy has the potential to place dynamic content
at the edge of the Internet where it is only a small step away from the IP endpoints which it needs to
reach.
In order to enable surrogacy as part of the RIFE solution, new network components and interfaces are
to be defined as well as namespaces to manage and monitor surrogate servers. Moreover, the
surrogate ecosystem is expected to be fully automated to decide on the optimal location selection and
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placement, e.g., how many surrogates are needed, where to place them, what content to be placed
and how to select the best serving surrogate.
In this deliverable, we briefly define a surrogate management architecture, including the enabling
components, functions and interfaces between said components/functions, for the distribution of
HTTP-based service endpoint by virtue of a Surrogate Server (SS). This is done by specifying a means
of placing, activating and managing surrogates via communication between Surrogate Manager (SM)
and Surrogate Agent (SA) based on multiple criteria, along with caching, response processing models,
and a message sequence chart for them. The main objective of the surrogate management
architecture is to allow elastic service provisioning by intelligently placing, activating, and managing
the surrogate servers based on the dynamic statistics reported from the network and the servers.

3.1.1

Namespace
/root

/location

/nodeID

/FQDN

/link-local

/state
ServerState

ManagementCommand

ServerStatistics

NetworkStatistics

NONPLACED
PLACED
BOOTED
CONNECTED

PLACE
DISPLACE
BOOTUP
SHUTDOWN
CONNECT
DISCONNECT

DISKSPACE
MEMSPACE
PROCESSING
LOAD

LATENCY
FRONTHAULBW
BACKHAULBW

Figure 3: Namespace for Information Exchange

As shown in Figure 3, we first define the namespace used for the surrogate management showing the
hierarchical scopes based on which information is being exchanged in the system. The information is
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exchanged utilizing the same pub/sub delivery system that is also realizing the HTTP and IP message
exchange for which the surrogate servers are connected to the network. In this solution, hierarchical
scopes are described as follows:


/root: the /root scope is a dedicated /root namespace for surrogate management, although
the namespace can also be embedded as a sub-structure under some other well-known
namespace.



/location: the /location scope is managed and established by the Topology
Manager(TM)[2][3], grouping servers that are considered as collocated within a predefined
geographical area, for example, all severs located within a diameter of 10km from a location
point, or all servers located within a city/town can be grouped with same /location scope in
this namespace. A location may also refer to a zone as specified in D4.2.



/nodeID: under each of these /location scopes [2][3], the /nodeID is attached and assigned to
the eNAPs (in this solution, eNAP is defined as an extended NAP for hosting a NAP and its
attached surrogate servers). The /nodeID scopes are also managed and established by the TM.



/FQDN: under each /nodeID scope, the /FQDN (fully qualified domain name) of each locally
attached surrogate is published by the eNAP. This information is populated during the
registration phase (e.g., when the surrogate is sending a DNS registration to the network or
due to some offline registration procedure, such as using a configuration file at the eNAP,
which is invoked when the surrogate becomes locally available) or when the eNAP is instructed
by the SM.



/link-local: the eNAP also publishes the /link-local address that is assigned to the FQDN
instance (for cases that more than one instance is instantiated locally). Such link-local address
could be the link-local IP address (for cases where NAT will be used) or the Ethernet address
of the surrogate server.

After the above scopes are published to the network, each surrogate server at a particular eNAP is now
clearly identified through the path /root/location/nodeID/FQDN/link-local in the namespace, e.g. in
our implementation this scope path can be represented by hashed numerical presentation as:
//0000000000000005/0000000000000001/0000000000000002/0000003531197328/0000000033597632.

3.1.2

Information Items

In the following, we define information items under each such /root/location/nodeID/FQDN/link-local
scope, so that the surrogate management procedures can be operated. Shown as black circles in Figure
3, there are four predefined information items:
3.1.2.1

Server State

This state indicates the current server state of the surrogate. This state information is populated by
the eNAP and utilizes the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) interface shown in
Figure 5 between the eNAP and the VMM in the surrogate server. As an example, we foresee an XMLbased encoding of the state information, while another example could use a more efficient type-value
encoding, while yet another could use a bit field option in a single byte. The SM subscribes to the server

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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state information, allowing management decisions for an individual surrogate at each eNAP in the
system. The following server states are defined in this solution:


Non-placed state indicates the surrogate is identified in the database but a VM image is not
available for the target FQDN in the surrogate server.



Placed state indicates the surrogate is identified in the database with a VM image available for
the target FQDN in the surrogate server.



Booted state indicates the surrogate is identified in the database with a VM image and is
available for the target FQDN in the surrogate server, the VM hosting this VM image is then
booted and ready to be connected.



Connected state indicates the surrogate is identified in the database with a VM image and is
available for the target FQDN in the surrogate server, this VM hosting this VM image is then
booted and connected to the network. This is the normal working state of a surrogate server.

3.1.2.2

Management Command

This command is published by the SM based on the inputs from the surrogate management criteria,
such as server statistics and network statistics. Similar to the ServerState, we foresee XML, type-value,
or bit encodings for the information. The eNAP will subscribe to the management state under the
scope hierarchy of /root/location/nodeID/FQDN/link-local for the specific surrogate or, alternatively,
the eNAP subscribes to the scope hierarchy /root/location/nodeID and will be notified of any change
in information under its own nodeID scope. Upon receiving a management command, it will utilize the
VMM interface for appropriately controlling the VMM in the surrogate node according to the received
information. The following management commands are defined in this solution:


Place



Displace



Bootup



Connect



Disconnect



Shutdown

3.1.2.3

Server statistics

This will report the appropriate information of the corresponding surrogate for the SM to make its
decision making process. As an example, similar to the ServerState, we foresee XML, type-value, or bit
encodings for the information. Examples of measures on collecting these server statistics are given
below:


Available disk space



Available memory storage



Processing capability



Server load

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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3.1.2.4

Network statistics

These statistics are made available for the SM to make its decision making process. As an example,
similar to the ServerState, we foresee XML, type-value, or bit encodings for the information. Example
of network statistics are given below:


Average latency to all its serving UEs



Available fronthaul bandwidth to all its serving UEs



Available backhaul bandwidth from origin server

The aforementioned surrogate statistics are defined and made revisable in order to allow these
statistics to be refreshed in the event of a surrogate upgrading/downgrading. The SM will be able to
obtain knowledge of server and network statistics of all available surrogates from those published
information items and conduct surrogate management functions. By obtaining this information, the
SM can 1) select or 2) allow origin servers to select a list of surrogate servers for the content migration.

3.1.3

Surrogate FSM

Figure 4: State transition for surrogate management

In order to manage the operational state of surrogate, a Surrogate Finite-State Machine (SFSM) is
defined as shown in Figure 4 above. The list of server states and allowed transitions between states
are defined, for example the server cannot transition from NONPLACED to CONNECTED without first
going through the PLACED and BOOTED states. This picture includes the server states as well as the
management commands used.
The SFSM is to be implemented at the SM, which issues the management commands based on the
results of the surrogate management functions. For the purpose of implementation on the SFSM,
simple linear search of the state table can be used in which the following set of variables are defined:


CurrentState: variable that holds the information about the current state the surrogate is
in.



NextState: variable that holds the information about the state to be switched into when a
management command is received.



ManagementCommand: the variable host’s management commands that will trigger the
transition between states:

An example of the implementation method of the state transition is given below:

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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/*State: Placed*/
case 1:
{
/*->Place*/
if (EventID==PLACE)
NextState = State[PLACE];
/*->Displace*/
else if (EventID==DISPLACE) NextState = State[DISPLACE];
/*->Bootup*/
else if (EventID==2) NextState = "Not defined";
/*->Connect*/
else if (EventID==3) NextState = "Not defined";
/*->Disconnect*/
else if (EventID==4) NextState = "Not defined";
/*->Shutdown*/
else if (EventID==5) NextState = "Not defined";
/*->Others*/
else
NextState = "Not defined";
}
break;
}

3.1.4

Component and interface

The objective of this section is to define and formulate the baseline surrogate communication
architecture that:


Allows an SM to send ICN packet through the Blackadder pub/sub API to the SA.



Allows an SA to translate the ICN packet to IP packet and send it to the VMM.



Allows the VMM to send internal operational commands to SS for state transition.

3.1.4.1

Components

Figure 5: Surrogate management overview

© RIFE Consortium 2015-2018
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As shown in Figure 5, the SSs are operating at the IP domain, namely all traffic coming in and out of
the SSs are standard IP packets. A number of SSs are managed via a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM),
which is attached to at least one SA, which sits normally together with the Network Attachment Point
(NAP). The SA together with its co-located NAP forms the extended NAP (eNAP). A single SA can
manage a number of VMMs via standard IP protocol. In order for the SS/VMM can communicate with
the ICN network, the SA which is implemented on top of a Blackadder pub/sub API, is responsible for:
1. Receiving the management commands in ICN packet, reformatting it to IP packet and
sending it to VMM.
2. Receiving the server statistics of SS reported from VMM in IP packet, reformatting it to ICN
packet and sending it to SM.
The Surrogate Manager (SM) is responsible for coordinating the SSs based on the server/network
statistics published by the SSs. The SM includes the following key modules:
1. Receiver: receives the server statistics from the SAs.
2. Sender: publishes the management commands to SAs.
3. Statistics database: stores the data statistics of all SSs in terms of server load, network load,
latency, RRT, etc.
4. SFSM: stores the states of SSs and perform state transition calculation between states.
5. Coordinator: based on the criteria (server load, network load, latency/RTT, locality, content
distribution) as stored in the statistics database, the coordinator coordinates all SSs by
determining the management commands and associated scope path to be published. The SS
coordination process depends on specific algorithms which for example can select the best
possible serving surrogate resources based on network condition, server workload, as well as
the total number of access requests from a region.
The Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) is a surrogate management solution for the virtualized surrogate
servers, enabling the configuration and management of status, networking and storage resources of
surrogate server nodes in a virtualized environment. VMM sits in between SS and SA, and is responsible
for the following functions:


The VMM receives the pub commands from SA via SA-VMM interface, interprets the
commands and sends executable commands to SS to change the status of the server.



The VMM receives, periodically, the network statistics and server statistics reports from SS,
and sends these statistics to the SA for ICN publication.



The VMM detects any unavailable SS if there is any, and reports this event to SA. The SA then
publishes SS server state as disconnected in order for the SM to select the best new SS.

As an example, the interaction between SA and VMM via SM-SA interface can be implemented via
SNMP, where the management commands are delivered to the VMM for execution. In the meantime,
the interaction between SS and VMM can be implemented via minimum commands by means of Linux
Interprocess communication (IPC) where multiple processes can communicate with one another via
e.g., UNIX pipes, message queues, or networking sockets.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.2.1

Interfaces
Overview

SS

SM

SS-VMM

SM-SA

eNAP
NAP

NAP-SA

SA

SA-VMM

VMM

Figure 6: Component and interface overview

The components and interfaces in the system architecture are shown in Figure 6. New surrogate
management commands are published by the SM to the ICN network via the SM-SA interface. Upon
receiving the management commands, the SA will inform the VMM with the corresponding commands
via IP packet. These commands are then forwarded to SS via SS-VMM interface for surrogate state
transition.
3.1.4.2.2

SM-SA interface

The SM-SA interface is defined as the interface between the SM and SA to receive and confirm the
surrogate management command as well as server state, network statistics and server statistics. The
SM-SA provides the interface for SM to interact with SA within the ICN network. SA is acting as an
agent of SM receiving all the management commands, while the SA has a dedicated interprocess
interface to the NAP.
In one example, the interaction between SM and SA via SM-SA interface can be implemented through
standard pub/sub procedure via ICN network, where the SM publishes the new surrogate placement
request, which is then forwarded to the SA as a pub/sub process via RV. The confirmation response
can be retrieved based on the pub/sub match performed by the RV. In another example, the
confirmation response for the completion of a new surrogate placement can be implemented through
pub/sub procedure. This is where the SA acknowledges a surrogate placement completion event for
the RV to inform the origin site the new surrogate placement request is completed.
3.1.4.2.3

NAP-SA interface

The NAP-SA interface is defined as the interface between the NAP and SA to share information
available to each other within the e-NAP, e.g. FQDN registration information. The NAP-SA provides the
interface for SA to communicate with NAP within eNAP via local communication in e-NAP server. The
SA and NAP are often co-located in the same node and perform network functions as a standalone
network node, i.e. an extended NAP (eNAP). Therefore, information exchange or sharing, e.g. IP
address of the server and FQDN registration information, can be implemented more straightforward
for surrogate management.
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As an example, this could be implemented as a pub/sub process, either remotely via ICN network or
node-internal if NAP and SA are on the same node. In another example, this process can be set as
interprocess communication via Netlink socket, TCP/IP socket, SNMP or similar local network
communication process.
3.1.4.2.4

SA-VMM interface

The SA-VMM interface is defined as the interface between the SA and VMM to receive and confirm
the surrogate management command as well as server state, network statistics and server statistics.
The communication between SA-VMM relies on the IP network.
The message delivery between SA and VMM includes the delivery of server statistics, network and
VMM, management commands, and this can be implemented via simple ICMP protocol.
As an example, the interaction between SA and VMM via SM-SA interface can be implemented via
SNMP, where the management commands is delivered to the VMM for execution.
3.1.4.2.5

SS-VMM interface

The SS-VMM interface is defined as the interface between the SS and VMM to receive and confirm the
surrogate management command as well as server state, network statistics and server statistics. As
surrogate servers are often hosted via VMM at the same machine, the communication between SAVMM relies on internal message exchange.
As an example, this can be implemented via C++ client/server socket communication where the
execution commands: e.g. boot/shut down, are sent to the corresponding SSs for execution.

3.1.5

Statistics monitoring

3.1.5.1

Network statistics

There are different ways to monitor the network usage, the simplest way is to use some Linux
command line tools that monitor the traffic flowing through network interfaces and measure the
speed at which data is currently being transferred. The following monitoring techniques can be used
as examples:


Incoming and outgoing traffic: there are many tools that have different mechanisms of
generating the traffic report, like ifstat, iftop cbm or nload read the "/proc/net/dev" file to get
traffic stats, whereas some tools use the pcap library to capture all packets and then calculate
the total size to estimate the traffic load.



The bandwidth used by individual processes: iftop, iptraf. Nethogs, bmon.



The latency: measured using ICMP ping.

The retrieved network statistics in an area will be obtained by the SA and sent to SM.
3.1.5.2

Server statistics

Server statistics of the SSs are monitored and reported to the SM periodically so that the SM maintains
the up-to-date status of all SSs in its database. As an example, to monitor the surrogate server
statistics, Linux system commands, e.g., du, df, lscpu, and etc, can be used to monitor most server
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states, e.g. disk space, memory space, and CPU usage, etc. These statistics are to be reported from SS
to VMM to SA, and the SA will periodically publish these statistics to the ICN network so that the SM
updates the surrogate database.

3.1.6

Management Procedures

In this section, the message sequence chart for the key management procedures in the surrogate
management framework is defined. These procedures utilize the various management commands in
Section 2 and the resilience control realized via the following commands:


Registration



Deregistration



Placement



Activation



Replacement



Resilience control

3.1.6.1

Surrogate registration

SR

SM

SA

RV

VMM

Pub root scope: /S

Sub root scope: /S
Sub root scope: /N
FQDN
Pub scope: /S/L/N/F/LL/

Surrogate
registration

Pub: /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerState

Sub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ServerState
Pub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ManagementCommand

Sub: /S/L/N/F/LL/ManagementCommand

Pub: /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerStatistics+NetworkStatics
Sub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ServerStatics+NetworkStatics

Pub: /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerState: NONPLACED

Get published data: NONPLACED

Figure 7: Message sequence chart for surrogate registration

The following procedures are defined to allow the SM to register the SS via SA over an ICN network.
Below, we use /root=/S dedicated for “surrogate management” and /N dedicated for “network
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statistics”, the whole scope path is represented as: /S/L/N/F/LL -> information item -> data, as shown
in Figure 7. The procedures can be described as follows:
1. The SM publishes /S and immediately subscribes it to listen to all information published to /S.
2. The SM subscribes /N, i.e., “network/server statistics” (a new namespace is predefined here,
e.g. /N) to listen to all network statistics of the ICN network.
3. The VMM sends DNS Reg FQDN to the SA.
4. The SA publishes path scope under /S: /S/L/N/F/LL/, and the SM receives and subscribes it.
5. Once the SM receives the pub scope /S/L/N/F/LL/ from the SA, it subscribes to
/S/L/N/F/LL/NetworkStatistics and /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerStatistics.
6. The SA publishes the information item: /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerState and the SM receives and
subscribes it.
7. The SM publishes the information item: /S/L/N/F/LL/ManagementCommand and the SA
subscribes to: /S/L/N/F/LL/ManagementCommand to receive management commands from
the SM.
8. The VMM sends to the SA and publishes: 1) /S/L/N/F/LL/Server State, 2)
/S/L/N/F/LL/NetworkStatistics and 3) /S/location/nodeID/FQDN/link-local/Server Statistics.
9. The SA publishes /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerState:NONPLACEED, then the SA receives it and sends it
to the VMM.
Note that the first initial state for all new SSs is assigned to NONPLACED when the registration phase
is completed.
3.1.6.2

Surrogate deregistration

SR

SM
FQDN de-reg

SA

RV

VMM

Pub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ManagementCommands:DISCONNECT

Get published data: DISCONNECT
Notification
disconnect

Surrogate
deregistration

Pub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ManagementCommands:SHUTDOWN

Booted

Get published data: SHUTDOWN
Notification

shutdown
Placed

Pub /S/L/N/FR/LL/ManagementCommands:DISPLACE
Get published data: DISPLACE

Notification
displace

Notification

Nonplaced

Figure 8: Message sequence chart for surrogate deregistration
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The following procedures are defined to allow the SM deregister the SS via the SA over the ICN
network, as shown in Figure 8. The procedures can be described as follows:
1. The SR issues a FQDN deregistration request to the SM.
2. The SM publishes the management command DISCONNECT and receives the response from
RV.
3. The SA receives the published command and issues the local disconnect command to the
VMM.
4. The VMM executes the command and becomes booted.
5. The SM publishes the management command SHUTDOWN and receives the response from RV.
6. The SA receives the published command and issues the local shutdown command to the VMM.
7. The VMM executes the command and becomes PLACED.
8. The SM publishes the management command DISPLACE and receives the response from RV.
9. The SA receives the published command and issues the local displace command to the VMM.
10. The VMM executes the command and becomes NONPLACED.
11. The SM notifies the SR that the requested FQDN request is completed.
3.1.6.3

Surrogate placement
Surrogate Requester
Submit SS placement request

FQDN +requirements (delay<10ms)

SM
Selects the best SA for site placing

SA

NAP

SA

NAP

eNAP

SA

NAP

eNAP

…...

IP interface

eNAP

VMM

VMM
SS1 SS2

/S/L/N/F/L/state: place, bootup,
connect, shutdown

SS1 SS2

VMM

…...

SS1 SS2

…...

Figure 9: Operational procedures for surrogate placement

Figure 9 shows the procedures for surrogate placement. The origin site (surrogate requester, i.e. SR)
requests a new surrogate placement to the SM by giving some criteria to be meet, e.g. the maximum
delay requirement. Based on these requirements and the current network statistics, together with the
server state and statistics of available SSs, the SM will decide which SS is selected for surrogate
placement and publish it with a management command. Upon receiving the network-wide decision
from the SM, the SA will send this decision message to the VMM via an IP message. The VMM then
makes a local decision on whether this new surrogate placement request can be granted based on the
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current load of its SSs. It then reconfigures itself when necessary and finally assigns the SS for surrogate
migration action. Once the migration is completed, the VMM notifies the SM via SA that the requested
content is made available in this SS.

SR

SM

SA

RV

VMM

FQDN Request with requirements
SS select

Surrogate
Placement

Pub /S/L/N/F/LL/ActivationCommands:place
Get published data: place
place
VMM/SS select
Site migration
Notification Complete
Notification Complete

Figure 10: Message sequence chart for surrogate placement

In our deployment, we assume only one single FQDN can be assigned to a single SS. As shown in the
Figure 10 above, the procedures can be described as follows:
1. The SM receives the FQDN request from the SR with requirements.
2. The SM selects the best SS to place based on the requirement and the shortest path rule.
3. The SM publishes the /S/L/N/F/LL/ManagementCommand: PLACE.
4. The SA receives the place command and sends it to the VMM via an IP message.
5. The VMM selects the VMM and SS based on current load.
6. The VMM migrates the site to the selected SS.
3.1.6.4

Surrogate Activation

Once a surrogate site is placed, the SM can connect the SS via using management commands: boot
and connect. “boot” will inform the SS to boot up its system, and “connect” commands is used when
a SS is ready to connect to network.
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Figure 11: Message sequence chart for surrogate activation

As shown in Figure 11, based on the decision logics, the SM will select a SS for activation via the
following steps:
1. The SM publishes management commands: boot.
2. The SA receives the “boot” commands and sends it to the VMM.
3. Once the VMM boots the selected SS, a response will be sent back to the SM.
4. The SM will then publish “connect” commands.
5. The SA receives the “connect” commands and sends it to the VMM.
6. Once the VMM connects the selected SS, a response will be sent back to the SM.
3.1.6.5

Surrogate Replacement

SR

SA

SM

RV

VMM

FQDN + refreshment patterns + network requirements

Surrogate
Refreshment

Database records
Pub /S/L/N/F/LL/ActivationCommands:place
Get published data: place
place
Content place
response
response

Database records

Figure 12: Message sequence chart for surrogate replacement
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As the content in the origin site keep changing over time, surrogate refreshment patterns are defined
to keep the content remains fresh based on the requirement from the SR.
As shown in Figure 12, the procedure relating to surrogate refreshment are formulated as:
1. The refreshment pattern is defined into the following categories as:
a. Refresh method = on demand: no refresh until requested from SR.
b. Refresh method = periodical: {refresh method, refresh period} refresh automatically
every “refresh period” as predefined by SR.
2. The SR sends the FQDN + refreshment patterns + network requirement to the SM.
3. The SM will store the refreshment pattern for each SR requested, and publishes “place”
commands accordingly, e.g. /S/L/N/F/LL/ManagementCommand: place.
4. The SA will request surrogate replacement to the VMM for content refreshment in the
assigned SS. Only updated contents are to be replaced from the origin server to save
bandwidth.
5. Once the surrogate refreshment is completed, the SA shall notify the SM.
3.1.6.6

Resilience control

This section will describe mechanism for resilience control, which will select a new replacement
surrogate in the case when a single or multiple SS are unavailable from the network.

SR

SA

SM

RV

VMM
Unavailability
Detection

Pub /S/L/N/F/LL/ServerState: Disconnected

Report

Select New SS
Pub /S/L/N/F/LL/ActivationCommands:boot

Resilience
Control

boot
OS boot
response
response
Pub /S/L/N/F/LL/ActivationCommands:connect
connect
Connect
response
response

Figure 13: Message sequence chart for surrogate resilience control

The VMM is responsible for detecting any unavailable SS if there is any and reports this event to the
SA. The SA then publishes the server state of the SS as disconnected for the SM to select the best new
SS. Once this decision is made, the SM will activate the new SS using the procedure as defined in section
3.1.6.4. The MSC describing the resilience control procedures is given in Figure 13.
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3.1.7

Surrogate selection

This section details the decision making algorithm in the SM. There are other decision making actions
at VMM based on load balancing but this is out of the scope of this solution.

New FQDN request {req_locality,
max_latency, req_storage}

Server state
{placed/connected/booted/
non-booted/non-placed}

Server State= non-placed?

No
Not Selected

Yes

VMM statistics
{cache/memory/
processing/serverload}

{cache/memory}>{req_storage}

No
Not Selected

Yes
Network statistics
{latency/bandwidth_fr/
bandwidth_ba}

Calculate {latency(locality)} based on
{req_locality}

{latency(locality)}<{max_latency}

No
Not Selected

Yes
Select the SS against cost
function from all qualified SSs

Surrogate activation

Surrogate placement

Figure 14: Flow chart for surrogate selection

The decision making problem for selecting a qualified surrogate considers the following metrics as
defined in the previous section in this solution:
1. Server state
{placed/connected/booted/non-booted/non-placed}
2. Server statistics
{cache/memory/processing/serverload}
3. Network statistics
{latency/bandwidth_fr/bandwidth_ba}
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As illustrated in Figure 14, the following procedures are performed by SM upon receiving a new
FQDN request from the origin site:
1. The SM checks all registered SS from its database and completes a list of candidate SS pool for
processing.
2. As the first step, the requested storage from the new request will be checked. Any SSs with
unused capacity in their disk/memory will be removed from the candidate SS pool.
3. Based on the requested locality, the SM will calculate the average latency to all users in this
locality from the recorded data in its database.
4. Qualified SSs with enough capacity to accommodate the request will then be checked against
their average latency to the locality with the maximum latency requirement.
5. Qualified SSs against the cost function will be selected for surrogate management and
placement procedures. As an example, the cost function can be defined to select SSs with the
lowest latency, while another example can be defined to select SSs with the largest residual
bandwidth or disk capacity.

3.2

Executable Application Data

In this section we present a framework for building modern Web applications for the disconnected
dissemination strategy in the RIFE architecture. We aim to support websites that let users perform
various functions, tasks and activities, rather than just presenting static content. Many of the most
popular Web sites of today fall into this category, e.g., social networking (Facebook, Google+), photo
sharing (Instagram, Snapchat), and messaging (Twitter). They are effectively equivalent to native
applications, except they execute inside a Web browser communicating with a back-end server. Since
they are applications rather than content, they do not map trivially onto the ICN semantics and thus
require a supporting framework to develop and to deploy.
We limit our focus to the disconnected dissemination strategy where the physical network
infrastructure cannot provide end-to-end paths between the content producers and consumers. We
call these “disconnected ICNs” to highlight the fact that the content publishers and subscribers are not
well connected to each other by the network infrastructure. These types of networks arise particularly
frequently in environments composed of mobile devices directly connected to nearby nodes including
other mobile phones or throwboxes [4] (e.g., the Liberouter neighborhood network [5] that serves as
the basis for the RIFE architecture’s support for disconnected dissemination strategy). The
opportunistic and delay-tolerant networking communities have produced many solutions to these
scenarios, including Haggle [6, 7, 8], SCAMPI [9], IBR-DTN [10], and PodNet [11, 12]. These designs have
tended to naturally converge towards the ICN principles, but there are also designs explicitly starting
from the ICN principles, such as NetInf [13].
We define a separate solution to the disconnected dissemination strategy because there the problem
of supporting Web applications is fundamentally more difficult. For example, in well-connected ICNs it
is possible to layer IP over ICN to transparently support all the existing Internet applications and their
implementations, while gaining benefits from the intrinsic caching and multicasting features of ICN
[14]; this is not possible in disconnected ICNs due to the lack of end-to-end paths. Furthermore,
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disconnected ICNs often use store-carry-forward based dissemination strategies that operate on selfcontained, semantically meaningful data units instead of packet streams.
Our design is based on the fundamental idea that instead of publishing just the pure content into an
ICN, we can also include computational logic that operates on the content. This logic can be executed
by any node that receives a copy of the content to transform for example, the data for display or
generate a response message. In the context of Web applications, the logic could translate the content
(e.g., a social network post including an image and a description) into an HTML page to be displayed in
a Web browser, and let the user reply to the content (e.g., to add a comment to the post).
In this section we present a general system design and implementation that allows Web applications
to be developed for, and deployed in, disconnected ICNs. The solution is based on leveraging three key
concepts: 1) a throwbox based physical network, 2) the caching and multicast dissemination naturally
performed by the disconnected ICNs, and 3) combining content and computational logic in the
published messages. With our solution it is possible to adapt the traditional centralized web application
model to the disconnected dissemination strategy in the RIFE architecture.
Next, in Section 3.2.1, we describe our system model, including the physical infrastructure, and the
messaging and application models. We then lay out the detailed design of our framework in Section
3.2.2, and its integration with the RIFE disconnected ICN platform and adaptation of an existing
application, the Google People Finder native application, to use our framework in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1

System Model

There are three main aspects to our system model: 1) the application model that defines the structure
and behaviour of the Web applications targeted by our framework, 2) the network model that defines
the communicating entities and their roles and interactions, and 3) the messaging model that defines
how messages are disseminated in the network. We describe these different aspects in the following
sections.
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3.2.1.1

Application Model

Figure 15: Combining content and logic to enable distribution in a disconnected dissemination strategy

Traditional web applications are built around a centralized client-server model, as shown on the left of
Figure 15. In this model, all application data are stored in the central server, along with the back-end
logic that controls interactions with that data.1 The server exposes an interface towards the clients,
typically through a RESTful API, which produces and consumes structured data (e.g., JSON or XML). The
clients run the web application front-end logic inside a browser as a collection of JavaScript libraries
and code, which calls the back-end services through the API. The front-end logic fetches the relevant
pieces of data from the back-end for presentation to the user, and sends back the user’s data for
storage and for sharing with other clients.
The basic underlying assumption in the client-server model is the existence of a stable and fast network
connecting the clients to the server. This assumption is satisfied by the Internet in most of existing
deployments, and can be equally satisfied by a well-connected dissemination strategy in the RIFE
architecture. However, ICNs can also be deployed in disconnected environments, where the
dissemination strategy is built around exploiting short-lived one-to-one contacts between devices. In
such a dissemination mode, the client-server approach becomes impractical, as it is generally not
possible to support the low-latency end-to-end interactions required by the back-end API.
To enable web-browser based applications in disconnected ICNs, as shown in the right of Figure 15,
we need to deal with two main aspects of the web applications: data and logic.
First, the data of the application cannot be stored in a centralized database, because reaching such a
database with a reasonable latency is generally not possible. Solving this in ICN is straight forward since
the originator of the data can simply publish content into the network as self-contained, semantically

1

The surrogate approach described in the previous section allows these application functions to be moved freely in the
network.
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meaningful messages, which become accessible to other nodes without the need for a centralized
database. For example, a social networking application does not need to send an image posted by the
user to a datacenter on another continent, but can simply disseminate it directly to nearby peers.
Consequently, we go from a centralized database into a distributed storage of pieces of application
data using the resources available directly in the network.
Second, just getting access to data does not solve the whole issue, as we must also be able to run logic
to generate presentation of the data to display to the user, and to generate new data into the network
in response to user actions. We solve this by attaching the logic to each message along with the data.
This ensures that data and logic essentially share the same fate: If there is no data available, then there
is no need for the application logic to present the data; if there is no application available, then there
is no value in having data since it cannot be presented. This bundling of data and logic is shown in the
middle of Figure 15.
Attaching the full front-end application and related back-end logic to every piece of application data
would result in large overheads. We therefore create an abstraction of the application logic which is
split into two parts: 1) a generic application model, which defines the states and transitions of the
application (i.e., the user interaction flow), and which is implemented by our framework. In this paper
we use a simple summary/detail model where the application has two main states or views; a list of
summaries of every message, where the user can select a message to get a detail view of its content.
Different generic models could be defined and each message could indicate which model is the best
fit to present it. The second part is 2) specific functions that are executed at different points in the
generic application flow to generate the particular view of or the action on, a message. This logic is
carried with each message and is defined by the application developer.
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3.2.1.2

Network Model

LIBEROUTER))AP)
ICN)middleware)

Web)App)Interac<on)Framework)

Web)users)
Na<ve)users)
App)interac<ons)

HTTP)link)

Na<ve)link)

Figure 16: Overview of the Liberouter based network model

Our design builds on the Liberouter based opportunistic networking system [5], as shown in Figure 16.
It is composed of lightweight infrastructure nodes – Liberouters – and mobile clients that connect to
them when nearby. The Liberouters act as the Network Attachment Points (NAPs) in the RIFE
architecture. All the nodes are autonomous and can be deployed independently, while still cooperating
with each other.
We extend the functionality of the Liberouter devices by adding a Web App Interaction Framework
connected to a disconnected ICN layer (Scampi in the case of the RIFE system implementation). The
framework serves as a local Web server to which browsers on nearby mobile devices can connect. By
bringing the Web server closer to the clients, we can support unmodified Web browsers without an
end-to-end network path to Internet connected servers or surrogate servers.
The system defines two types of clients: native clients (bottom left of the figure) and web clients
(bottom right). This is because modern Web application developers often provide native mobile clients
in addition to the Website itself, and we want to support the same approach in our system. This leads
to native ICN and HTTP links, shown in the Figure 16 as black and red arrows respectively. Furthermore,
the system supports interactions between both types of clients.
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3.2.1.3

Messaging Model

The disconnected ICNs that we target with this design have a fundamentally different dissemination
strategy from well- connected ICNs. Since the network is composed of pair-wise contacts between
nearby nodes, as described in the previous section, it is not possible to create end-to-end paths for the
messages from publishers to subscribers. Typically this means that a space path oriented dissemination
is replaced with a space time path oriented one, e.g., packet switching is replaced by store-carryforward dissemination.
The first key assumption we make in the messaging model is that the content is disseminated in the
network as semantically meaningful, self-contained messages. This means that the nodes always have
the full content items available, instead of partial fragments. It further allows us to attach logic to the
content as metadata that travels along in the message.
The second key assumption we make is that the underlying routing function is based on replication.
We do not assume that the network will reach any global consistency, which would require every
message eventually reaching every subscribed node. Instead we assume that in each node there is a
locally consistent state made up of some subset of the messages published into the network.

3.2.2

Web App Interaction Framework

We now turn to a detailed description of the framework and begin with the description of the
framework and its functionality at a conceptual level (Section 3.2.2.1). Extending message with
presentation and interaction logic transformations by shipping them as metadata is explained in
Section 3.2.2.2. Section 3.2.2.3 provides a detailed description of the framework including functionality
and interactions between framework components. Section 3.2.2.4 describes the process of
bootstrapping web applications. Finally, in Section 3.2.2.5, we discuss security implications for the
framework design.
3.2.2.1

Conceptual Model

Figure 17: Processing of messages for content extraction and presentation in web browsers
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As stated in Section 3.2.1.3, self-contained and semantically meaningful messages are the foundation
of our framework design. Our goals are to: 1) enable generation and presentation of content by web
browsers through the framework, and 2) provide interoperability between native applications and
their web equivalents. We could easily achieve content presentation by embedding HTML describing
content into a message. But this would not allow for generation of new content and would tightly
couple the application state with the message interpretation. Therefore, we choose a more general
approach. In the rest of the work, we use “message” to refer to the transport unit in the underlying
ICN and “content” as general data associated with an application.
The interpretation of content can be seen as a transformation of a set of messages into a view rendered
by a web browser, i.e., generation of an HTML page from a set of messages. There are two aspects to
this transformation: 1) an individual message must be transformed into an HTML view, and 2) these
individual views must be composed into a coherent application view. For example, a photo sharing
application would be composed of a transformation of individual messages into, e.g., thumbnail views,
and a composition of those thumbnails into an aggregate view, e.g., a sorted list.
For the first aspect, we define two transformations: message summary and message presentation. The
message summary transformation generates a concise view of the message, suitable for inclusion in a
listing of a large number of messages. The message presentation transformation generates a detailed
view of the message, intended to be displayed on its own to a user who is interested in the message
content. Both transformations are pure functions that take as input the message and generate the
presentation view as output (i.e., HTML). The transformations are message and application specific,
and are to be included in the message itself.
For the second aspect, we define the application presenter transformation. As messages are selfcontained, the message transformations alone already provide a useful view into the message content.
However, in many applications there may be further requirements on the presentation of sets of
messages. For example, a message board application should list its messages in time order and possibly
threaded by a topic. This corresponds to an application level logic which is normally implemented by
the native clients.
The application presenter transformation is a function that maps a set of inputs into an HTML view to
be displayed via a web browser. As input, it takes a set of messages (e.g., all messages belonging to a
particular application), and optionally some set of state generated by a previously run presenter. For
example, a forum application could have one application presenter transformation that processes all
forum messages and generates a list of topics. When the user selects a topic, another application
presenter transformation would generate a list of all messages within the topic. In general, each
application can have an arbitrary number of linked application presenter transformations that can call
each other. Figure 17 illustrates the whole process of building complex application level web views
based on transformations included in application messages.
The generation of messages can take two forms: generating new messages, or replying to an existing
message. Both take as input a predefined set of values and compose a message, which is injected into
the network by the framework. The difference is that the reply transformation also gets as a parameter
the message to which the user is responding.
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3.2.2.2

Attaching Logic to the Content

The transformation functions that operate on the content, as defined above, are attached as metadata
key-value pairs in the message carrying the content. Some disconnected ICN solutions support such
metadata natively, and for those that do not, a custom content framing format could be defined.
We define five basic keys, and each key corresponds to the specific transformation. The appSummary
key contains the application presenter transformation. The message level transformations are
contained in summary and presentation keys. Finally, for generating new content, new and reply keys
carry appropriate transformations.
There are also additional keys that help the framework to present content in the web browser. The
contentType key indicates type of data contained in the message (e.g., if an item carries a photo,
contentType should have “image” value). For simple items comprising only data of one type, the framework may take advantage of the contentType key, and provide a simplified interpretation of the
message content (e.g., by taking a thumbnail for the “image” contentType). More details on simplified
content interpretation are included in our technical report [15].

3.2.2.3

Framework Design

Figure 18: Framework system components and their interactions

The framework comprises four main components, namely the Content Processor, the Content
Generator, the Web Server and the Sandbox. It also uses a message queue and a shared memory for
interprocess communication. Finally, to allow for independence of the framework from an underlying
ICN system, the framework defines an ICN Communicator which 1) tracks changes in the ICN cache,
and 2) acts as an adapter for the message format of the underlying system. Figure 18 shows an
overview of the framework architecture.
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The Content Processor is notified by the ICN Communicator about changes in the ICN cache. When a
new message is reported by the ICN Communicator, the Content Processor extracts its metadata into
the shared memory. Next, it checks if the extracted metadata contain transformations and if so, asks
the Sandbox to securely execute all the contained transformations and writes their outputs into the
shared memory. Details of the Sandbox design are explained in the Section 3.2.2.5. Execution of the
presentation transformations at this stage allows the result to be cached and used to satisfy future
requests without re-executing the logic. However, if the metadata do not contain transformations, the
Content Processor provides a simplified presentation of message content, which is based on the value
of the contentType key. Finally, the Content Processor notifies the Web Server via the message queue
that a new message is ready by giving the Web Server a pointer in the shared memory to the item’s
data. Similarly, if removal of an existing message is reported by the ICN Communicator, the Content
Processor removes it from the shared memory and notifies the Web Server.
The Web Server is responsible for: 1) presenting stored message content to the user, and 2) handling
requests to create new content coming from the user. It realizes the content presentation by
implementing a generic Web application model. It is built from a set of generic template views, which
are filled with appropriate transformation outputs depending on the type of the view presented to the
user. For example, if the user wants to see all the content belonging to a particular application, the
Web Server fills the template with the output of the application presenter transformation.
For a request to generate new content, the Web Server presents the user with an HTML form (result
of the new/reply transformation) that has to be filled in with the new item details. The user submits
the form to the Web Server, which validates it, and if correct, passes it to the Content Generator via
the message queue. The Content Generator then creates a new message based on the data from the
form and the shared memory, after which it moves the newly created item into the ICN cache.

3.2.2.4

Bootstrapping Applications and Nodes

So far in our design the transformations are always shipped along with the content. This ensures
compatibility between the content and the application logic. However, it also implies that Web users
can generate content for a web application only if a Liberouter they connect to has already stored a
message of this application. In practice, this means that every Web application must be bootstrapped
from its native equivalent. To overcome this limitation, we take two further steps: 1) distribute native
applications within the framework to increase their availability in the ICN, and 2) allow creation of
initial content from the Web applications.
A native application is essentially just binary content (i.e., an executable plus auxiliary data) therefore,
it can be wrapped inside a message and distributed by the ICN to become accessible via a disconnected
“app store” [5].
To address this, 1) the framework offers the disconnected “app store” functionality by making all native
applications available to the Web users for download via the Web browser, if a received message has
contentType value of “app”. The Content Processor extracts the attached executable and puts it inside
the Web Server public directory. For 2), we also include transformations in the messages used to
distribute native applications. A user visiting a Liberouter can then choose to install a native version of
an application, or create new content using just the Web version.
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3.2.2.5

Security considerations

To guarantee robust and secure operation of the framework, our security considerations focus on
three issues: 1) secure execution of a transformation, 2) message authenticity and 3) impact of the
communication mode on privacy. The first requirement is the most important one, as insecure
execution of a malicious transformation may result in framework operation malfunction and
unauthorized access to the ICN cache. In a disconnected environment, access to an authentication
server cannot be taken for granted, thus the framework must provide functionality for verification of
message authenticity. In our technical report [15] we provide more details on privacy and accessing
encrypted content.
Threat model and assumptions: We are concerned with threats that an adversary: 1) disrupts the
framework/ICN functionality by executing malicious code, and 2) impersonates another user by
sending a message that masquerades its originator for another user. Our threat model assumes also:
1) the presence of basic Linux platform security mechanisms, and 2) presence of a disconnected public
key distribution (PKI) system [16] which assigns a public key to an identifier of the message originator
in the ICN. Examples of such PKI systems are SocialKeys [17] and PeerShare [18].
Secure execution of transformations: Execution of transformations of unknown origin poses a serious
threat to the secure functioning of the framework. A malicious transformation may include system
calls causing disruption of the framework operation and possibly even the whole ICN (e.g., the
transformation switches off all network interfaces). The other set of threats comes from unauthorized
content access. They include pollution of content by generation of fake messages, deletion of
messages and access to the information contained in the messages. This threat model motivates the
implementation of file system level isolation and the system call filtering. The file system level isolation
constrains the trans- formation to only the data contained inside the message and parts of the shared
memory that are related to it. As system calls are still available to the transformation (via system
libraries), the system call filtering must prevent invocation of any system calls other than I/O
operations on the message content to which the transformation belongs. Since transformation access
to the file system is constrained and it cannot invoke system calls other than file system I/O, the
security requirements are fulfilled.
Message authenticity: We address the threat of a masquerading user by providing mechanisms to
verify message authenticity. This requires that the messages are signed by their originators.
Verification of the message authenticity is realized in the Web browser (via Web Cryptography API
[19]) and it assumes that the public key is accessible in the browser for the Web application (e.g., it is
present in HTML5 local storage). Section 4 provides implementation details.
Communication mode and privacy considerations: The current framework design assumes that all
messages stored in the ICN cache should be accessible for all the users. This assumption holds well for
all applications in which the users do not target their content to a closed set of recipients, but rather
share it openly. Thus, all users can read all messages for the group using the framework. On the other
hand, for applications targeting their content to specific recipients, the framework must not give access
to the messages to unauthorized users, as it would violate user’s privacy. The same problem holds for
granting users access to encrypted messages. We leave this problem as future work and our technical
report [15] provides more details.
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3.2.3

Integration with an ICN Platform

Our framework is designed to be independent and not bound to any specific disconnected ICN
platform. Any platform that follows the messaging model described in Section 3.2.1.3 can be
integrated with the framework via the ICN Communicator component. In the simplest case, the
framework operations can be a purely local file system reads and writes, and no dissemination happens
beyond the Liberouter device. To enable content dissemination beyond the local device, the
framework needs to be integrated with some ICN platform. To demonstrate this concept in practice,
we integrated the framework with SCAMPI, the opportunistic networking platform.
SCAMPI is an opportunistic network platform that fulfils all the requirements of the ICN platform. It
provides: 1) a data cache, 2) a publish-subscribe communication model, and 3) a network layer
implementation capable of delivering messages based on the store-carry-forward networking.
Implementation of the ICN Communicator for SCAMPI requires: 1) developing a cache monitor as a
directory tracker (SCAMPI implements cache as a set of file system directories), and 2) using the
SCAMPIAppLib library to publish new content to network.
To build a Web version of an existing native application, the developer must implement the
transformations required for the application functionality and attach them to the application messages
as metadata. At a minimum, the message summary transformation is necessary, as it allows the
framework to interpret the message content independent of the presence of other messages
belonging to the same application (content generation and application level logic are not available in
this case).
To facilitate the development process, we also built a simple transformation development
environment. It allows the developer to test correctness of the implementation by: 1) executing the
transformation, and 2) verifying that the generated HTML view matches the desired design.
People Finder: As an example of Web application development with our platform, we present the
SCAMPI People Finder, which is an adaptation of Google Person Finder Web application into
disconnected environments as shown in Figure 19. Google’s version of the application has proven its
usability in various disastrous scenarios starting from 2010 Haiti earthquake. The application allows
missing person records to be generated, and notes to be attached to those records. Each message
generated by the application contains the record and a set of all notes related to the record known by
the sender. The application summary view is generated from the person records. There may be
multiple records for the same person, in which case each one is listed separately. Notes attached to a
person are displayed in the detailed view, which is generated by the message presentation
transformation. Adding a new note for an existing record is done through the reply transformation,
which gets the original record (and notes) as a parameter. This transformation appends the new note
to the existing ones, and generates a new aggregate message with the record and all known notes. A
new missing person record is generated through the new transformation and shows the native People
Finder, and its framework version.
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Figure 19: People Finder
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4 USES OF WEB SERVICE FUNCTIONS
The possible use cases for the RIFE web service functions are varied, starting from the obvious basic
use case of enabling web browsing. In this section two concrete use cases for the two previously
described web support mechanisms are described: 1) a tourism use case in Section 4.1. for the
surrogate mechanism and 2) a refugee camp scenario in Section 4.2. for the executable application
data.

4.1

Tourism
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Figure 20: Tourism use case

Figure 20 illustrates the scenario which is going to be realized. At the bottom of the Figure, there are
seven Access Points (AP) which are connected to a single server over the SDN enabled infrastructure.
Each AP, as well as the server, are served by an individual NAP. Furthermore, all NAPs at an AP have a
static surrogate co-located, which provides an authorized copy of the main server. In order to achieve
any sort of multicast in the scenario depicted below, the following methodology will be applied. Each
surrogate server has a client software running which listens for a trigger from the main server
indicating the availability of a new tourism information element which has been uploaded for example
for a travel agency company and is ready to be fetched over HTTP. Once a content is uploaded, the
trigger software on the primary server immediately issues a message to all surrogates indicating under
which HTTP resource the new element can be obtained. Upon arrival of the trigger, all surrogates issue
an HTTP request for the given resource at roughly the same time, which allows the NAP serving the
service URL to distribute the content via multicast, presumably in a single multicast group, i.e., the
group size is seven in the example shown in Figure 20.
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When the app eventually notifies all users about the new tourism content, all surrogates have received
the content via multicast and will be able to serve the content directly to the users without utilising
any resource in the backbone. In other words, users receive their content from one hop away.
The deployment of the surrogate technology is driven by the locations in the city and where Wi-Fi APs
are available. Figure 21 depicts the city centre of Bristol and the exact locations of lamp posts which
received Wi-Fi APs and their main direction of coverage (Wi-Fi symbol indicates they are all pointing
north). Each lamp post has a cabinet located next to it where all the hardware is securely mounted
with cables going up the lamp post to the antenna. The traffic generated by devices connected to the
APs is directly routed to the NAP located in the cabinet from where the translation into ICN takes place.
All APs allow opening virtual SSIDs, which ensures that all users are connected to a wireless resource
which always (and only) arrives at the NAP. The video server is going to be located in the lab of Bristol
University, which is connected to the BIO SDN-enabled infrastructure.

Figure 21: Example deployment of NAPs in BIO
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4.2

Educational Resources for Refugee Camps

Figure 22: Applying RIFE web functionality in a refugee camp

The 2015 and 2016 European migrant crisis has seen over a million refugees and migrants seek asylum
in the EU. The closure of the borders along the route to central Europe has caused refugee camps both
official and unofficial in Greece. Some of these camps have very poor infrastructure, lacking water and
electricity, let alone network access. Many of the migrants in the camps are college age but have had
no opportunity to study or have had their studies interrupted. At the same time the countries
ultimately receiving the migrants have high education levels, making it difficult for the migrants to
integrate and find work. The migrants can spend long time in the camps waiting to be processed, but
have no access to education during the time.
We are studying the possibility of applying the RIFE platform and web service support to provide
educational materials to the refugee camps. The high level system is shown in Figure 22. The education
content is created and curated in a central content repository connected to the Internet. The content
is then pushed into RIFE gateways at camps that have satellite links (e.g., the unofficial Idomeni camp
in Greece had volunteer groups providing satellite connectivity). Application functions in the gateway
bundle the content with the logic required to make it accessible via web browsers (see Section 3.2.2)
and pushes it into the fronthaul using the disconnected dissemination strategy (DTN). The fronthaul
distributes the content to NAPs (e.g., cheap Liberouter devices), where the RIFE interaction framework
makes the content accessible to the end users via normal smartphone web browsers.
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5 CONCLUSION
This deliverable defined the initial set of application functions for the RIFE platform. The focus was on
the main network application of today – interactive web services. We defined in detail two approaches
to supporting application functions in the RIFE platform; operator provided service surrogates for the
well-connected dissemination strategy, and executable application data for the disconnected
dissemination strategy. We also outlined a concrete use-case for each of the approaches.
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